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Quincy Compressor
Products Nominated for
Plant Engineering 2020
Product of the Year
BAY MINETTE, Ala., November 12, 2020
– The Plant Engineering Product of the
Year award is a reader’s choice, premier
award for products in the manufacturing
industry. It has been presented every April
for the past 33 years. This year, Quincy
Compressor has two products that have
been nominated in the compressed air
category. Quincy’s QOFT rotary tooth
compressor, and the QPVS variable
speed drive refrigerated air dryer, are both
finalists. To win the Product of the Year, Plant Engineering subscribers vote on which product they believe is the
premier product. Voting is open beginning Thursday, November 12 - Friday, January 8. The winners will be
announced in April 2021 during the currently scheduled Engineering Awards in Manufacturing dinner held in
Chicago, IL.
Our QOFT rotary tooth compressor delivers 100% oil-free air with industry leading reliability. It is most often used
in food and beverage processing, pharmaceutical manufacturing, chemical and petrochemical processing, and
many other industries. The QPVS variable speed drive refrigerated air dryer delivers unbeatable energy savings
and reliability in a compact, environmentally friendly unit. These two products speak for themselves in quality and
stand above the competition.
Please vote by going to https://gspplatform.cfemedia.com/pe/award-programs
Contact Quincy Compressor for More Information
Quincy Compressor is a leading designer and manufacturer of reciprocating and rotary screw air compressors,
from one-third to 350 horsepower; vacuum pumps and a full line of air treatment components. Quincy employs
nearly 450 worldwide and sells through multiple channels, including a network of distributors, commercial retailers,
online and company-owned stores. The Quincy brand is synonymous with quality, delivering "Performance You
Demand. Reliability You Trust.” To learn more about the company and to locate an authorized dealer, visit
www.quincycompressor.com .
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About Quincy Compressor: Quincy Compressor is a leading designer and manufacturer of reciprocating and rotary screw air compressors,
vacuum pumps and a full line of air treatment components. In business since 1920, Quincy has built its reputation on quality and rugged
reliability, building tough air compressors for the most demanding applications. The Quincy brand is synonymous with quality, delivering
"Performance You Demand. Reliability You Trust."
Quincy’s dedicated network of authorized distributors offers top-notch installation and after-sales services for reliable, efficient air year after
year. To learn more and locate an authorized dealer, visit www.quincycompressor.com

